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Introduction

Bliss (1940) while re-examining an experiment by Coward (1938) on the
assay of vitamin D from the ash content of the femur of the rat, noticed that the
estimation of relative-potency and its error can be facilitated by adopting a factorial
type of analysis. Further,' Bliss (1952) considered two and three dose factorial
assays. However, it appears that a general link between bio-assays and factorial
contrasts has not been discussed in literature. We have thus presented, here, a
general link between the bio-assay and factorial contrasts which will enable us to
use the traditional confounded designs for factorial experiments in bio-assays.

2. The Link

Consider a 2is:-point symmetrical parallel line (SPL) assay. The {2K~ 1)
d.f between doses can bs split-up into {2K-1) orthogonal contrasts, each with
single c/./. Following notations of Finney (1952), these contrasts are ij, L^, . .
Lk—1 >Ly, L^, . .and Lp (Lm and L'^ denote the sums and differences of
wth power contrasts of dose effects of the two preparations, denotes the difference
between the totals of the standard and test preparation effects, i.e., the 'preparation
contrast'). On the other hand, consider an asymmetrical factorial experiment with
two factors, viz. X at two levels 0 and 1, and ^ at AT, (ii:>2) levels 0,1,2, ,
(^—1). The (2A:—1) i/./. ofthis 2 X AT factorial experiment can be split up into
three components namely, (1) the main effect Z with one ^^./., (//) the main effect
Awith {K-\) d.f., and (;7/) the interaction XA with (A:-1) d.f Further, using the
orthogonal polynomials (Fisher and Yates, 1963, Table XXIII) ofa set ofA: equally
spaced levels the components Aand XA can be split up into orthogonal components
each with 1d.f. Thus if we denote Ai (and similarly XA,), i = 1,2, . . . , (/sT-l), as
the /th power contrast then the totality of (2A:-1) d.f ofthe above factorial experi
ment can be split up into following {2K- 1) orthogonal contrasts : X, A^, A^,. . . .,

The correspondence between the 2K treatment combinations (basic
treatments) of the factorial experiment and the 2/s: doses of the SPL assay can be
defined as below.

iXo ; (Xj a,) = 0,1,2, . . , ., (i^-.l), , .,.(1}
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where (aTj Uj) is the treatment combination, at the ith level of the factor X and yth
level of factor A, in the 2 x isT factorial experiment, Si,S2, . .. , s,c are effects of the
Kdoses (on the logarithmic scale) ofthe 'standard' preparation and are
the effects of the K doses (on the logarithmic scal6) of the 'test' preparation both
arranged in the same order of magnitude and the doses of both the preparations
are equally spaced on the logarithmic scale.

From the above definitions, it can be easily verified that the link-
relations connecting the bio-assay contrasts with factorial contrasts are,
Lj, = X, Li = Ai and L'iXAi, i = 1,2,. . .,• 1)

For example, consider a 6-point assay. The coefficients of the
contrasts required in this assay are shown in Table I (we assume that
and ?]<?2<?3). 12 3

Further, a set offive orthogonal contrasts in the 2x3 factorial experiment
can be written as

Ax — ^0^0

A^ =x0a„~2x^ai+x^ai+xia0-2x],ai+x^a2^

XAi =Xgag X(,a2

XA^ = XqOq-f" 2Afgfi(j XgCi^-^- X^CIq

It is now evident that if we adopt the following linking set up,

—''l» ^0^1—^0^2—^a>

XiaQ=ti, XiUi^t^, Xia^=ts,

then the link-relations between the contrasts of 6-point SPL assay and the contrasts
of 2x 3 factorial experiment are as given below,

Lp=X, Li=Ai^, L\=XAi, L\^XA^

The above approach, however, does not offer a general link between bio-
assay contrasts and factorial effects. For, the questions like, what are the link-
relations between the contrasts of a 8-point SPL assaiy alid the effects of 2® factorial
experiment?, what are the link-relations between the contrast's of a 12-point SPL
assay and a 3X2^ asymmetrical factorial experiment ? etc., are still to be considered.
All such questions can be answered and in fact a general link can be given by
adopting a suitable linking set-up using the following Vqsult ofDas and Jain (1970)
presented in form of a theorem. , .

Theorem. Let there be n indepe;ndent observations ^i, yt, ... .,yn drawn
from aPopulation with variance a'- and let A^, 4,. '. ..A„-, be (« -1) orthogonal
contrasts among the observations. Now, if be any other contrast among th?
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observations, then L; can be expressed as a linear function of Ai 0'=1, 2 . . n—1)
through the following relation, Lj =S QiAijclt where is the covariance between

i

and and rfj is the sum of squares of coefficients of observations in ^4,. The
variance of Lj=c^ S Cji^jdi.

3. A General Method of Linking

Let Su Si, .. . Sh and ft, ts . . . h denote the log-doses of a 2/f-point SPL
assay and let where, pi is a prime and nit is a positive integer,
denote 2K factorial-combinations. Clearly if r=l, then lK=pi^^ and so the corres
ponding factorial experiment is a symmetrial one with nix factors each at j?, levels.

/•

Andifr>l,the corresponding factorial experiment is an asymmetrical one with %mi
/=1

factors.

The method of linking consists in first determining the corresponding
factorial experiment (depending on/•=!, or >i), then adopting a suitable linking
set up i.e., the isomorphic correspondence between the IK treatment combinations
of the factorial experiment and the 2K doses of the SPL assay, and finally obtaining
the link-relations between bio-assay contrasts and factorial contrasts using the
Theorem mentioned above.

It may be noted that there should be a factor at two levels in the factorial
experiment corresponding to a SPL assay, to represent the two preparations. Thus
the main effect of this factor at 2 levels is a contrast of l.K treatment combinations
with ±1 as the coefficients. A convenient way of choosing a linking set up is to
associate the K doses of test preparation with the K treatment combinations of the
above main eff'ect whose coefficients are \vith plus sign and the K doses of standard
pre-paration with K treatment combinations whose coefficients are with minus sign.
Thus the above main effect will correspond to the contrast Lj, in the SPL assay.

As an example, consider a 8-point SPL assay. As 8=2^ so the correspond
ing symmetrical experiment is with 3 factors each at two levels, say 0 and 1. Let
us denote the three factors by A, B and C and a treatment combination at /th level
of A,jth. level of B, and /th level of C in the usual way by (i j I), where /=0, 1.
For it, the coecffiients of bip-assay contrasts are shown in Table 11 and the factorial
contrasts in Table III (we are assuming ji<j2<j3<j^and tx<h<t3<Q.

A suitable linking set up may now be chosen by associating the contrast A
with Lj,, i.e., by adopting the following linking set up of basic treatments.

(000)=Ji, (010)=J2, (001)=j3, (011)=j,

(100)=?,, (110)=r,, (101)=r3, (111)=/,
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Finally, to obtain the. link-relations, we need thecovariance multipliers Cji's
which can be obtained as the sum of the products' of the corresponding coefficients
in the two contrasts as shown in the tables II and III. These C^'s and the hnk-
relations expressing the bio-assay contrasts in terms offactorial effects are shown in
Table IV. Since for all the factorial contrasts in Table III, di=S so Lj = l, ^;/8.

4. A Remark

Link-relations for asymmetrical parallel line assays (different number of
doses in the two preparations) and for multiple SPL assays (with more than one
test preparations) can be easily obtained by using the present method. Some
additional illustrations and the use of confounded factorial design in bio-assays is
reserved for a further communication.

5. Summary

Since in bio-assays all the contrasts are not of equal importance, we may
think of using a confounded design. Contrasts, which are not of major importance,
may be partially or completely confounded. Use can be made of usual confounded
factorial designs in bio-assays, if it is possible to establish a link between the bio-
assay and factorial contrasts. This problem has been attempted in this paper and
a general link is established for Parallel Line Assays.
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TABLE I

Contrasts for 6-point parallel line assay

log-dose : •^1 ^2 •^3 h h '3
Contrast tr. comb. ; {Xo "o) (Xo fli) (^0 "2) '{xi.aa) {Xl Oi) (XlUi)

—1 — 1 -1 1 1 • 1

h. -1 0 - 1 -1 .0 1

•L\ 1 0 —1 -1 0 1

1 -2 1 1 —2 1

-1 2 -1 1 -2 1
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TABLE II

Contrasts for 8 Poiat SPL Assay

log dose

•fl 'a fa 'a 'i

Lj, —1 — 1 -1 -I 1 1 1 1

Li -3 —1 1 3 —3 —1 3

W 3 1 -1 -3 -3 —1 3

Lz 1 —1 —1 1 . 1 —1 — 1 1

w -1 I 1 -i 1 —1 — 1 1

l3 . ~I • -3 I —I 3 —3 1

w 1 —3 3 —1 —1 3 —3 1

TABLE III

Effects (Contrasts) for 2^ Factorial Experiment

Contrast Treatment Combinations

(000) {100) {010) {110) {00!) {101) {01 ) {111)

A 1 1 -1 1 -r 1

B -1 —1 1 1 -1 —1

AB 1 —1 -1 1 1 —1 —1 1

C -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1

AC 1 — 1 1 -1 -1 1 —1 1

BC 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1

ABC —1 1 1 -1 1 —1 -1 1

TABLE IV

Covariances of the t#a sets of contrasts anil the consequent link relations

' Bio-assay
Contrast A B C

Factorial Effects
AB AC BC ABC

Link Relations

Ll

8 0 0 0 0 0 0

11

0 8 16 0 0 0 0 Li=fl+2C

L-i 0 0 0 8 16 0 0 L\=AB+2AC

A 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 L^—BC

0 0 0 0 0 0 8 L\=ABC

is 0 16 -8 0 0 0 0 Li^ZB-C

L-z 0 0 0 16 -8 0 ' 0 L\^2AB-C
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